Introduction

This document provides brief description on group of scripts collectively known as Amaragannada (ಅಮರಗನಡ). They were developed in 15th century CE to write the religious literature of Kodekal Basavanna. These are constructed scripts based on Brahmi model. The objective is to bring them to the attention of the Unicode Technical Committee and to seek advice regarding the encoding of these scripts. An encoding of these scripts will help in documenting and digitizing the manuscripts of Amaragannada. Additional research is required to identify complete character repertoire and details of orthography. A formal proposal is forthcoming.

2 Background

Kodekal is a village located in the Yadgir district of Karnataka. These scripts were invented to preserve religious texts from destruction during Islamic rule. Kodekal Basavanna was born in 15th century CE and belonged to Ārūḍha tradition. These scripts were known only to Kodekal Basavanna and their followers. Hence it was known as secret script or Gupta/Rahasya lipi. According to their tradition Kodekal is also called as Amarakalyana and script is called as Amaragannada where Amara refers to immortal in Kannada language.

Details regarding the origin of scripts are not known. Some of the alphabets were developed to disguise the shapes of Persian alphabet (see Type 2) to conceal the identity of Kodekal literature and protect the texts from destruction by Islamic rulers.

It is believed that a person named Ārūḍha Saṅgamēśvara gave Ėkādaśī lipipatra containing the alphabet of eleven scripts to Kodekal Basavanna. The work Gurubodhe of Kodekal Literature mentions the existence of eleven Amaragannada scripts as given below:

कृंदमरगनडः उषा  
उस्तयो उभयाल  
नम्नमनित्वरितविलच्चा बसवकेळेणa

Hannondamaragannada lipi  
unnatutta ubhayakāladi  
nammanaritavarīllavayya basava kēlenda

All these scripts adhere to common structure and orthography and differ in character shapes.

---

1 Chapter 11 of reference 2.
3 Language and Literature

Kannada is the major language used and manuscripts are available in these scripts. The literature of Kodekal Basavanna available in these scripts includes Kālajñāna, Khaṇḍajñāna, Nītijñāna and Bōdhajñāna. Apart from the works Kodekal Basavanna we find literature of his followers & descendants and vachanas of 12th century Sharanas.

4 Geography

Amaragannada scripts were primarily used in the Northern Karnataka.

5 Current Situation

The scripts are not actively used presently. Several manuscripts in these writing systems are available. In recent years some workshops were conducted on Amaragannada by National mission for manuscripts at Department of Manuscriptology, Kannada University, Hampi.

6 Script Details

6.1 Structure of the writing system

Amaragannada scripts are abugida which are written from left to right. They have no genetic relationship to other writing systems, but are invented scripts based upon the Brahmi model. Consonant letters possess the inherent vowel a. Consonant clusters are represented as conjuncts. Vowel signs are used to represent consonant vowels.

6.2 Structure of the characters

In general an Amaragannada letter consists of a frame and a nucleus that represents a distinctive phoneme. Some scripts do contain any frame or nucleus. The frames like [line],  [line],  [line],  [line]  are commonly used. For example in one script GA is written as  [line] consisting of  [line] as the nucleus and  [line] as frame. In Amaragannada the letter is encoded as single unit not as a combination of the frame and the nucleus. Some scripts only differ in frames like  [line],  [line] in place of  [line] having same nucleus. They may be considered as variants.

http://www.namami.gov.in/basic
6.3 **Vowels** A is the only vowel used. Rest are represented by the letters that closer to pronunciation of respective vowels. The vowels I, II, U, UU, E, O are written as yi, yī, vu, vū, ye, vo and so on. AI and AU are also written as ay and av respectively. Vocalic R is written as ru.

6.4 **Vowel signs**

Dependent vowel signs are used. The shapes are derived from either Kannada or Devanagari vowel signs. All scripts share same set of Vowel signs. The following vowel signs are used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Sign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A distinct character for vowel sign AI inspired from Kannada script may also exist.

6.5 **Virama**

The existence of Virama for suppressing the inherent vowel is not known. A new virama character may be introduced as a control character used for producing consonant clusters.

6.6 **Consonant clusters**

In Amaragannada the consonant clusters are written similar to Kannada known as *Ottakshara*. Consonant clusters are most commonly represented by a subscripted, and often transformed, consonant glyph for the second element of the cluster. The *repha/arkavottu* ಅ and Post-Base *ra-vottu* ಳ are borrowed from Kannada script.

6.7 **Signs**

Signs for ANUSVARA ಾ and VISARGA ಸ are attested.

6.8 **Digits**

Distinct digits are not attested in Amaragannada. Kannada digits (U+0CE6–U+0CEF) are commonly used.
6.9 Punctuation

In addition to । U+0964 DEVANAGARI DANDA and ॥ U+0965 DEVANAGARI DOUBLE DANDA, Distinct ॐ
Danda and ॐ Double Danda are also attested. These signs are also sometimes found in Kannada inscriptions. Additional examination is required whether to propose in Amaragannada or Kannada or other common block.

7 Other Details

7.1 Allocation

So far we have identified ten distinct scripts. Details on the eleventh script are not known presently. Each distinctly identified script should be separately encoded. The names Amaragannada A, Amaragannada B etc. may be used to recognize the scripts. As of now it is requested to tentatively allocate four columns each for at least ten scripts in the Roadmap to the SMP.

7.2 Sample representations of different scripts

Type 1:

The folio given below transliterates as guruve basavaprabhuvu gati.
Type 2:

The folio given below transliterates as guruve basavaprabhuve gati.

Type 3:

The folio reads as guruve bavaprabhuve gati.

Type 4:

This excerpt given below reads as guruve gati
Type 9:

Type 10: The below folio appears to be another distinct script.
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9 Attestations

Figure 1. The folios from a work *Basavapurana* in an Amarakannada script (from RE23192 of French Institute of Pondicherry).
Figure 2. The folios from the same manuscript in another script.
Figure 3. Folios in different types of Amaragannada script (from Devarakondreddy, 2002).
Figure 4. Folios in different types of Amaragannada script (from Devarakondareddy, 2002).
Figure 5. A chart showing alphabet of Amaragannada scripts along with their equivalent in Kannada script (from Devarakondareddy, 2002).
Figure 6. A chart showing alphabet of Amaragannada scripts along with their equivalent in Kannada script (from Devarakondareddy, 2002).

In the above chart we can identify three distinct types of Amaragannada script. The columns 4 and 5 belong to one type 3. The column 6 belongs to type 4. Rest belongs to type 1.
Figure 7. A chart showing alphabet of Type 5 and 6 along with their equivalent in Kannada script. It also shows guruve gati written in Type 1 in the beginning (from Soppimatha, 1988).
Figure 8. A chart showing alphabet of Type 4 and 3 respectively along with their equivalent in Kannada script. It also shows guruve gati written in Type 1 in the beginning (from Soppimatha, 1988).
Figure 9. A manuscript containing character inventories (Varnamala) of Amaragannada up to ten scripts. The folio is damaged and first six scripts are missing.